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1. Genomic looping is a key principle of genome organization and one that allows for 
direct interplay between distant regions in the genome. 
[Chapter 1 of this thesis] 
   
 
2. Genome organization by H-NS must be both robust and malleable. 
[Chapter 2 of this thesis] 
 
 
3. Single molecule experiments are best done in bulk. 
[Chapter 2-4 of this thesis] 
 
 
4. Although differences between histones within and between archaeal species are 
much smaller than in eukaryotes, archaeal histones are more functionally diverse. 
 [Chapter 4 of this thesis] 
 
5. DNA compaction proteins, due to their high sequence non-specific DNA binding, 
generally exhibit significant affinity for RNA. Although this property is often 
neglected, it is a potential additional pathway for gene regulation by these proteins. 
 
6. The advent of novel real-time techniques challenges the static text book image of 
DNA compaction. 
 
7. DNA compaction proteins are novel anti-biotic targets. 
 
8. The in vivo functions of StpA alone cannot be discerned from its homologue H-NS. 
 
9. It is axiomatic that adoption of preclusive locution shall incommode distribution of 
erudition. 
 
10. The most difficult and rewarding part of science is “failure”. 
